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 1           THURSDAY, MARCH 7, 2019, CARSON CITY, NEVADA
  

 2                               -oOo-
  

 3               CHAIRWOMAN CONTINE:  Good morning everyone.  I'm
  

 4   here in Carson City and on the internet and on the phone.
  

 5   This is the time and place for the PEBP Public Employees'
  

 6   Benefits Program legislative update meeting.  We are here at
  

 7   901 South Stewart, and we have several members on the phone.
  

 8               I'm going to turn it over to Damon to do the role
  

 9   call.
  

10               MR. HAYCOCK:  Thank you, Madam Chair.  Damon
  

11   Haycock for the record.
  

12               Don Bailey?
  

13               Chair Contine?
  

14               CHAIRWOMAN CONTINE:  Here.
  

15               MR. HAYCOCK:  Linda Fox?
  

16               MEMBER FOX:  Here.
  

17               MR. HAYCOCK:  Mandy Hagler?
  

18               MEMBER HAGLER:  Here.
  

19               MR. HAYCOCK:  Leah Lamborn?
  

20               MEMBER LAMBORN:  Here.
  

21               MR. HAYCOCK:  John Packham?
  

22               Tom Verducci?
  

23               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Here.
  

24               MR. HAYCOCK:  And Christine Zack?
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 1               MEMBER ZACK:  Here.
  

 2               MR. HAYCOCK:  That is six.  We have a quorum,
  

 3   Madam Chair.
  

 4               CHAIRWOMAN CONTINE:  Okay.  Great.
  

 5               MS. MOONEYHAM:  (Inaudible) on the phone.  Just
  

 6   so you know, Brandee Mooneyham is also representing the AG's
  

 7   office.
  

 8               MR. HAYCOCK:  Thank you, Brandee.  I'm sorry.
  

 9   Thank you very much.
  

10               MS. MOONEYHAM:  Okay.
  

11               CHAIRWOMAN CONTINE:  We're going to go to public
  

12   comment.  We'll take public comment before and after the
  

13   agenda and so if anybody from the public wants to speak to
  

14   any of the bills that was in the chart, they can come to the
  

15   table and do so now.
  

16               MR. ERVIN:  Good morning.  Welcome, Chair
  

17   Contine, and new members of the Board and older members or
  

18   continuing members of the Board.
  

19               This is Kent Ervin, E-r-v-i-n representing the
  

20   Nevada Faculty Alliance, the statewide association of faculty
  

21   all NSHE institutions.  We work to engage faculty towards
  

22   students success.
  

23               Just briefly on the bills, generally the NFA
  

24   supports the bills that are related to preserving the ACA
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 1   mandates and state laws, the ones that don't have any
  

 2   additional cost to PEBP.  We think that totally makes sense
  

 3   and support those.
  

 4               I just want to comment on SB226 and the issue of
  

 5   drug coupons.  You know, researching that further, I find
  

 6   it's a very complicated issue.  So we generally support our
  

 7   participants who are using the drug coupons, and it is
  

 8   helping them out economically.  I've heard from employees who
  

 9   believe some of those expensive drugs are what keeps them on
  

10   the job, able to do their jobs and be productive members of
  

11   and state employment.
  

12               On the other hand, we recognize that this is also
  

13   a way for drug companies to shift costs to the plan as a
  

14   whole, and we are concerned about that, and I don't know that
  

15   we have a solution, but we would like to look for creative
  

16   solutions to fix that problem to the benefit of everybody.
  

17               So that's really all I have.  Thank you for your
  

18   hard work in monitoring these bills.
  

19               CHAIRWOMAN CONTINE:  Thank you.
  

20               MS. MALONE:  Good morning.  I'm sorry, I see the
  

21   green light and I always think it's on.  Good morning to the
  

22   Board and to new Chair Contine.  We're looking forward to
  

23   working with you going forward.
  

24               So Priscilla Malone with -- representing the
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 1   AFSCME retirees, and we want to ditto everything that
  

 2   Mr. Haycock -- Dr. Ervin said, Mr. Haycock, Dr. Ervin said.
  

 3   We will be working with all of the stakeholders that we can
  

 4   this session on drug pricing issues.
  

 5               I do have a retiree board member for example who
  

 6   is, he is Medicare age, but we have to keep this in mind that
  

 7   when we're dealing with our retiree population in PEBP, we
  

 8   have pre-Medicare age retirees.  We have the Medicare
  

 9   retirees who purchase their supplemental policies on the
  

10   exchange, and then we do have folks who default to the
  

11   Consumer Driven Health Care plan because they may be Medicare
  

12   age, but there are some folks still with us in Nevada that
  

13   harken back to a time when Nevada was not paying into
  

14   Medicare.
  

15               So in other words this one retiree board member
  

16   who spoke to me about the drug pricing issue, he is Medicare
  

17   age, but he's not eligible for Medicaid so he -- Medicare.
  

18   So he defaults to the Consumer Driven Health Care plan and so
  

19   for him out of cost -- out-of-pocket costs for drugs that are
  

20   either not covered or there is some situation there can be
  

21   very very expensive for him.  So, again, a complicated issue.
  

22               I appreciate all of the work that Dr. Ervin has
  

23   been doing this session so far on these issues, and we'll try
  

24   again keep working together dialoguing on all of these bills.
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 1   So thank you very much and, again, welcome, Chair Contine.
  

 2               CHAIRWOMAN CONTINE:  Okay.  It doesn't look like
  

 3   there's any other public comment in -- in Carson City.  So
  

 4   I'll just take a moment under public comment to say hello to
  

 5   everybody and introduce myself.
  

 6               As everybody knows I was recently appointed as
  

 7   the director of the department of administrations, and one of
  

 8   the things I get to do in that position is be on the PEBP
  

 9   Board, so I am excited and happy to be here.  I do have a
  

10   little bit of history with PEBP in that I represented the
  

11   PEBP Board as a deputy in the Attorney General's office for
  

12   about a year and a half, from 2007 to 2008.  So I have, you
  

13   know, process, I understand the process, but I'll be, you
  

14   know, digging into the issues.
  

15               So I'm looking forward to meeting all of the
  

16   Board members in person, hopefully towards the end of the
  

17   month.
  

18               And no other public comment, then I'll move on to
  

19   Number Three, discussion and possible action regarding 2019
  

20   legislative bills that may impact the Public Employees'
  

21   Benefits Programs, and we're going to start with the assembly
  

22   bills or do you want to talk about them in order?
  

23               MR. HAYCOCK:  Yeah, I'll talk about them in
  

24   order.
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 1               CHAIRWOMAN CONTINE:  So we'll kind of talk about
  

 2   them one by one in order as they appear on the chart that we
  

 3   received.  I'll turn it over to Damon to kind of go through
  

 4   the bills one by one, and then I'll open it up for any
  

 5   discussion.
  

 6               MR. HAYCOCK:  Thank you, Madam Chair.  Damon
  

 7   Haycock for the record.
  

 8               Just for those Board members that are not here in
  

 9   Carson City, please, as you discuss the day's agenda or the
  

10   day's bills, that you identify yourself for the record.  We
  

11   do not have the Capitol Reporter staff member here for these,
  

12   and so this is being recorded, and they are going to go back
  

13   and draft up the minutes.  So if you'll make sure when you
  

14   hit your mute button and speak over the phone that you
  

15   identify yourself so our court reporter will be able to
  

16   accurately reflect what was said here today.
  

17               Also, and, Chair Contine, I'm sorry, I said your
  

18   name wrong earlier.  We also have another Board member.  This
  

19   is their first Board meeting today.  Mandy Hagler, she is the
  

20   State of Nevada Risk Manager, and we welcome her to the
  

21   Board, and we look forward to seeing her in person here on
  

22   March 28th when we have our next in-person meeting.
  

23               So without further ado, I'm going to go forth and
  

24   start with Assembly Bill 70.  Assembly Bill 70 is on page one
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 1   of the handout on the tracking sheet.  Basically, it adds
  

 2   some small requirements to the PEBP Board meetings to adhere
  

 3   to a revised open meeting law.  This bill is -- is more of an
  

 4   FYI for everybody or for your information.  It just means
  

 5   that we have to agendize a certain way and if we're going to
  

 6   make changes, a lot of these things that they are putting
  

 7   into this bill we already do.  So when we revise an agenda,
  

 8   we put it in big bold it was revised and when.
  

 9               One of the things that becomes potentially
  

10   administratively burdensome is the requirement for draft
  

11   minutes of a meeting be available within 30 working days
  

12   after the adjournment until the body approves them.  So that
  

13   may add some additional workload to PEBP, but we don't
  

14   believe that this is any significant increase that we need to
  

15   throw a fiscal note on there or really have anymore
  

16   conversation about this bill.  We just wanted to let you all
  

17   know as Board members and the stakeholders that are listening
  

18   in and here in the room, we that recognize there may be
  

19   changes to the open meeting law, and we are poised to -- to
  

20   meet those.  That's the first one, Madam Chair.
  

21               CHAIRWOMAN CONTINE:  Okay.  This is Deonne
  

22   Contine again.
  

23               Does anybody have any comment or have any
  

24   questions for Damon about the bill?
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 1               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Yeah, this is Tom Verducci for
  

 2   the record.  Good morning everybody.
  

 3               I did want to ask Damon in terms of the draft
  

 4   minutes, am I reading this correctly that if they are not
  

 5   made available within 30 days that a Board member could
  

 6   possibly face a misdemeanor or administrative fine?  Am I
  

 7   reading into that correctly?
  

 8               MR. HAYCOCK:  For the record Damon Haycock.
  

 9   Thank you, Mr. Verducci for the question.
  

10               There are some penalties assigned to boards and
  

11   commissions that do not adhere to the new -- the new law.
  

12   Although, I'll tell you there is major issues if you guys
  

13   break open meeting law today where there are fines and there
  

14   is -- is up and into criminal -- criminal proceedings.  And
  

15   so, yes, there is some potential punishments assigned to not
  

16   meeting certain requirements, but those are not new to PEBP
  

17   or to the PEBP Board.
  

18               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Okay.  As a follow-up, if it
  

19   seems reasonable to make those minutes within 30 days, so
  

20   that does not seem like anything that is too terribly
  

21   demanding.
  

22               MR. HAYCOCK:  Yeah, for the record Damon Haycock.
  

23   Thank you, Mr. Verducci.
  

24               We currently at this point get our minutes back
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 1   from Capitol Reporters well before the 30-day time frame and
  

 2   we will -- we often post the action minutes, you know, up on
  

 3   the Board website or excuse me, on PEBP's website well before
  

 4   the next Board meeting.  You all approve the minutes.  But
  

 5   what we can do is then just take the actual minutes from
  

 6   Capitol Reporters and post them and put the big word draft on
  

 7   them, and then you guys can approve them at the very next
  

 8   time when you meet.  So I don't think it's really going to
  

 9   cause any real change which is why you don't see us talking
  

10   about taking a position or requesting any funding for it.
  

11               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Okay.  Very good.  Thank you.
  

12               CHAIRWOMAN CONTINE:  Does anyone -- does anybody
  

13   else have any questions?  This is Deonne Contine.
  

14               All right.  Moving right along to AB170.
  

15               MR. HAYCOCK:  Thank you, Madam Chair.  For the
  

16   record Damon Haycock.
  

17               AB170 in a nutshell is just ensuring that the
  

18   protections provided in the Affordable Care Act are available
  

19   if the Affordable Care Act were to either be repealed or
  

20   replaced and some of those protections would be lost.  There
  

21   are a few bills today that meet this requirement and talk
  

22   about these.
  

23               One of the interesting parts of the second bullet
  

24   talks about having to honor out-of-network services if folks
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 1   can't get an in-network -- an in-network provider either
  

 2   within a certain time frame, 30 days or within 25 miles from
  

 3   their home, this would have caused a definite cost and issue
  

 4   for PEBP, especially out in the rurals.
  

 5               However, in talking with the bill sponsor and
  

 6   reading the language and speaking with I believe the Attorney
  

 7   General's office on this, we recognize that this really only
  

 8   applies to the individual in small group market place plans.
  

 9   Those are the ones that are often offered either in the
  

10   commercial market or on the Affordable Care Act Exchanges,
  

11   and so this isn't going to effect us and, therefore, just the
  

12   first bullet is what really effects us, and we don't foresee
  

13   any fiscal impact because we are doing this stuff today.
  

14               CHAIRWOMAN CONTINE:  Deonne Contine again for the
  

15   record.
  

16               Are there any questions regarding AB170?
  

17               Okay.  Hearing none, we'll move on to AB185.
  

18               MR. HAYCOCK:  Thank you, Madam Chair.
  

19               AB185 requires that a health plan to include PEBP
  

20   honor cash payments for, excuse me, to allow an insured a
  

21   credit towards any deductible the amount paid for the cash
  

22   price.  So what does that mean?  A good example is the four
  

23   dollar -- the four dollar generic program that Wal-Mart has.
  

24   If the current contract that PEBP has through its Pharmacy
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 1   Benefits Manager and Wal-Mart has a cost that's higher than
  

 2   $4, what this would require is that we allow the four dollar
  

 3   cash payment to supercede that and those $4 would be placed
  

 4   onto the deductibles or applied to the deductibles and then
  

 5   co-insurance and then out-of-pocket maximums.  Ironically
  

 6   that's exactly what the plan is designed to do today.
  

 7               Now, not all pharmacies are perfect at this and
  

 8   when we hear about this, we have to investigate.  But the
  

 9   contracts, and I've seen the exact language between our
  

10   Pharmacy Benefits Manager and the participating in-network
  

11   pharmacies all say that we must -- that they must accept the
  

12   lesser of, it's called lesser of language, the lesser of the
  

13   plan design dollar amount or usual and customary, and usual
  

14   and customary is defined as the cash price, and so we already
  

15   allow this process today.
  

16               Where it gets a little tricky is that out of the
  

17   network services, right, and so it doesn't really talk
  

18   about -- about what the -- what happens when it's an
  

19   out-of-network pharmacy.  And today on PEBP's Consumer Driven
  

20   Health plan, which this would effect and the exclusive
  

21   provider organization or EPO plan which this would effect, we
  

22   only offer prescription drug benefits through participating
  

23   in-network pharmacies, and there is no benefit offered
  

24   out-of-network, and the -- this bill is silent on in-network
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 1   versus out-of-network.
  

 2               We have spoken with the -- the bill sponsor and
  

 3   the bill sponsor seems to be pretty amenable to working
  

 4   with -- with PEBP.  She is not, I think it's Assemblywoman
  

 5   Spiegel, and she has made statements and basically saying she
  

 6   has no desire to increase the cost to government health plans
  

 7   for her bills, and so hopefully we will see some -- something
  

 8   about either in-network or out-of-network or at least maybe
  

 9   putting PEBP out of the bill.  There's some talk about that.
  

10   I don't want to speak for the assemblywoman though.  There's
  

11   still a lot of session left.
  

12               But we cannot determine what the cost would be to
  

13   implement this, but we know there would be because there's no
  

14   mechanism today for pharmacies to send information to our PBM
  

15   if they don't have a contract, and so we can't track the
  

16   accumulators.
  

17               And so if Damon Haycock goes to an out-of-network
  

18   pharmacy and pays $10 for a drug, I then -- that pharmacy has
  

19   no mechanism to send what Damon paid for that drug to our
  

20   Pharmacy Benefits Manager unless they have a contract to
  

21   share data and they aren't in-network provider, which they
  

22   wouldn't be, and so we would have to create a system where
  

23   Damon Haycock who went out to an out-of-network pharmacy then
  

24   would send in a copy of his bill or whatever, and it becomes
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 1   a really manually burdensome process.
  

 2               And one of the most advantageous parts of our
  

 3   Consumer Driven Health Plan is that we have realtime shared
  

 4   accumulator.  So if Damon Haycocks goes to an in-network
  

 5   pharmacy and spends $10, it automatically once it sends over
  

 6   to the Pharmacy Benefits Manager has realtime data sharing
  

 7   with our third party administrator.  So when Damon Haycock
  

 8   then goes to the doctor ten minutes later, once that day is
  

 9   over, the doctor's office already knows that he has satisfied
  

10   $10 of his accumulators, and so I don't get overcharged, and
  

11   that process would not be supported if we had to honor
  

12   out-of-network services because we wouldn't have realtime
  

13   tracking.  So a lot of information.  Sorry for the firehose,
  

14   but that's really what's -- what's going on with this bill
  

15   here today.
  

16               We -- we did put a fiscal note of cannot be
  

17   determined because we have no idea what the utilization would
  

18   look like, but we did write into the description all of these
  

19   issues that we have with out-of-network and the shared
  

20   realtime accumulators.  We will continue to speak with the
  

21   sponsor, but our recommendation today on this bill is to
  

22   remain in the neutral position as we work through session.
  

23               CHAIRWOMAN CONTINE:  Great.  Deonne Contine for
  

24   the record.
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 1               Are there any -- any questions about this bill
  

 2   from anyone or any?
  

 3               I just had one.  So the cost that we would
  

 4   anticipate that we couldn't determine, would that -- the cost
  

 5   be related to the tracking?  Is that so figuring out a way to
  

 6   do that or if we had to manually track by hiring people or
  

 7   somehow figuring out how we would track that, is that what
  

 8   the cost would be or is there -- are there other costs?
  

 9               MR. HAYCOCK:  So that's an excellent question.
  

10   Thank you, Madam Chair.  Damon Haycock for the record.
  

11               There are some other costs associated as well.
  

12   If you're allowed to go out-of-network and pay cash for a
  

13   drug that doesn't have any controls on it, you may be
  

14   actually paying more than you should, and there is no
  

15   guaranteed discounts through our Pharmacy Benefits Manager
  

16   through those negotiated agreements.  So you may be paying
  

17   $10 for a drug that should cost you $1.50 and now the cost of
  

18   the plan go up.
  

19               So there's too many unknowns for us to try to
  

20   figure out what that would be like, and any number we threw
  

21   on there we realized we would be wrong, and we didn't want
  

22   to, you know, yell fire in the movie theater type of thing,
  

23   but we also didn't want to under-show what the cost would
  

24   really be.  But once we talked with the bill sponsor, we feel
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 1   comfortable that we're going to find some solution, and I
  

 2   just didn't want to throw a nasty note on her bill.
  

 3               CHAIRWOMAN CONTINE:  Great.  Thank you.
  

 4               So if there's no other questions, move on to
  

 5   Assembly Bill 225.
  

 6               MR. HAYCOCK:  Thank you, Madam Chair.  Damon
  

 7   Haycock for the record.
  

 8               Assembly Bill 225 is basically set up to allow
  

 9   out-of-network emergency services to be treated as in-network
  

10   when you look at deductibles, co-insurance and out-of-pocket
  

11   maximums, those accumulators.  That's something we do today.
  

12   That's the first part of this bill and so, you know,
  

13   emergency services are protected under the Affordable Care
  

14   Act.
  

15               I'm trying to figure out exactly why this bill
  

16   was released the way that it was.  I'm wondering if there's
  

17   something missing because we adhere to this requirement
  

18   because we follow the ACA, and so I don't know if anyone was
  

19   allowed to not follow it.  Maybe there was some grandfathered
  

20   plans that were allowed to not follow this process, but we do
  

21   this today.
  

22               The thing that this bill is silent on that people
  

23   should be aware of and we'll testify to this once it hits
  

24   committee is that it doesn't talk about the rest of what
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 1   happens.  So you treat the cost as if they are in-network but
  

 2   because they are out-of-network, you have no agreement with
  

 3   them and, therefore, they can charge what they want.  You
  

 4   treat what you would normally pay, and then the remainder of
  

 5   it could potentially be balance billed to the member or to
  

 6   the patient which could be a huge bill and a huge cost.  So
  

 7   not really sure exactly what this is trying to accomplish.
  

 8               We have spoken a little bit with the bill
  

 9   sponsor.  We will continue to talk with the bill sponsor, but
  

10   we want to make sure that we protect -- we're protected as a
  

11   plan, but we also want to make sure that we're not
  

12   inadvertently setting up our members to be balance billed.
  

13   That's the first part.
  

14               The second part is retroactive, it's the second
  

15   bullet there.  It's retroactively denying a claim for payment
  

16   after a preauthorization or precertification has been
  

17   approved.  When I spoke with the bill sponsor on this, she
  

18   said -- she dubbed this as a way to stop post payment
  

19   underwriting is what she said.  And so there are health
  

20   plans, not PEBP, there are health plans that will
  

21   pre-authorize a service for one of their members, and then
  

22   three months later, six months later retroactively say, yeah,
  

23   we're not going to pre-authorize that anymore.  It's no
  

24   longer covered.
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 1               So I call that the take backsies move.  We don't
  

 2   do that here at PEBP.  If we pre-authorize a service, you're
  

 3   authorized for it because you're eligible at the time, and
  

 4   the only reason we would retroactively terminate somebody
  

 5   which would then disallow the claim are for the two reasons
  

 6   that the Affordable Care Act allows us to which is for fraud
  

 7   and for nonpayment of premiums, and we -- and we barely do
  

 8   that now, but we do that for the nonpayment.  I don't think
  

 9   I've seen a fraud termination since I've been here at PEBP.
  

10               But we don't feel this is really going to effect
  

11   PEBP so we didn't create a fiscal impact because we already
  

12   do the emergency services as in-network, and we only
  

13   retroactively term in accordance with federal law.
  

14               For the record Damon Haycock.  Thank you, Madam
  

15   Chair.
  

16               Senate Bill 14 provides for the removal under
  

17   certain gubernatorial appointees under certain circumstances.
  

18   How could it impact PEBP is Board members could be removed by
  

19   the Governor for neglective duty or misconduct or
  

20   incompetence.  There's a couple of sections of this bill that
  

21   don't really apply to PEBP, but this is more of a for your
  

22   information.
  

23               There's in our statute today, it says all PEBP
  

24   Board members are -- serve at the pleasure of the Governor.
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 1   So we don't see this to be a major impact.  We haven't had
  

 2   anybody that I know of removed for any of these reasons, but
  

 3   just this is a for your information.  Unless there's some
  

 4   significant changes to this bill, this is probably the only
  

 5   time you're going to see it unless you want us to make sure
  

 6   that we continue to bring it to you.
  

 7               The other -- the only other way that Board
  

 8   members can be basically un-appointed today is if they no
  

 9   longer meet the qualifications.  A good example is we had
  

10   Glenn Shippey on the Board, who represented classified
  

11   employees.  And then in December he no longer worked for the
  

12   state, and so he resigned because he could no longer meet the
  

13   requirements of the Board but had he not, the Governor could
  

14   have un-appointed him.
  

15               So those are the only reasons that -- that we're
  

16   aware of through statute.  We don't feel this is truly going
  

17   to effect the Board, but it encompasses all gubernatorial
  

18   appointees.  We wanted to share it with everybody today.
  

19               MEMBER ZACK:  Damon, it's Christine Zack.
  

20               CHAIRWOMAN CONTINE:  Go --
  

21               MEMBER ZACK:  Can you hear me?
  

22               CHAIRWOMAN CONTINE:  Yeah.
  

23               MEMBER ZACK:  Yeah, I did have a question.  Where
  

24   is the due process if someone is accused of improper conduct?
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 1   What's the process for that?
  

 2               CHAIRWOMAN CONTINE:  Deonne Contine for the
  

 3   record.
  

 4               There's no due process provisions in the statute
  

 5   for the actual removal.  I mean, if there's -- obviously, if
  

 6   the misconduct rises to the level of criminal or there's some
  

 7   other discipline or action taken against a Board member that
  

 8   that Board member would have the due process rights in those
  

 9   arenas, but you don't have a due process right to a board
  

10   appointment.  So there aren't any due process provisions in
  

11   this bill.
  

12               MEMBER ZACK:  I guess what concerns me is that
  

13   let's say a vendor is unhappy with a specific Board member
  

14   and goes to the Governor's office and makes a complaint and
  

15   suddenly a Board member is un-appointed from the Board, what
  

16   is the opportunity for the Board member to face whatever the
  

17   allegations are and show that -- that they are not valid?
  

18               CHAIRWOMAN CONTINE:  This is Deonne Contine for
  

19   the record.
  

20               And I just would like to say that I presented
  

21   this bill on behalf of the Governor's office yesterday.  So
  

22   I'm kind of speaking in a dual role here.  But, you know, the
  

23   intent of the bill as -- as I explained yesterday was really
  

24   in -- in some of these most egregious cases of misconduct,
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 1   essentially somebody, you know, like right now, if there's a
  

 2   situation where a Board member sexually harasses a staff
  

 3   person or has -- does something like that, they are not
  

 4   covered under necessarily the regular processes.  So it -- so
  

 5   it would be situations where there's real significant
  

 6   misconduct.
  

 7               The -- you know, the negligence, you know,
  

 8   sometimes boards and commissions staff would come to the
  

 9   Governor's office and say like somebody hadn't appeared at a
  

10   meeting and they didn't have a quorum, you know, for four
  

11   meetings or something like that.  So there was -- you know,
  

12   these are really intended to be more egregious activity.
  

13               So having said that, there was public comment at
  

14   the meeting yesterday that, you know, that somebody -- that
  

15   people, maybe there should be a written notice that should
  

16   outline the misconduct or the -- the incompetence or whatever
  

17   under the terms of this statute.  Other people, you know,
  

18   have shown concern that just what you said, you know, who's
  

19   -- what's to prevent that from happening.
  

20               I think it's a concern.  The committee heard
  

21   those responses.  So I think they will listen to that and
  

22   determine kind of how to deal with it.
  

23               MEMBER ZACK:  Thank you.
  

24               CHAIRWOMAN CONTINE:  This is Deonne Contine again
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 1   for the record.
  

 2               Are there any other questions or comments on
  

 3   SB14?
  

 4               Okay, Mr. Haycock.
  

 5               MR. HAYCOCK:  Thank you, Madam Chair.  Damon
  

 6   Haycock for the record.
  

 7               The next bill is, of course, right on the bottom
  

 8   of page four, Senate Bill 90.  Basically, makes various
  

 9   changes relating to the health of the children.  This is one
  

10   of the two, like hearing aid and hearing test bills that we
  

11   are tracking today going through the session that requires us
  

12   and Medicaid and CHIP, all state and local governments to
  

13   include a hearing aid for any insured who's under 18 years
  

14   old, and that it does some other stuff for public and private
  

15   schools to obtain medication for some of the other
  

16   necessities.  But for our purposes, the -- it's mostly on the
  

17   hearing aids and the hearing tests.
  

18               Our Consumer Driven Health plan and HMO plan
  

19   already comply with this bill.  Our Exclusive Provider
  

20   Organization plan does not.  I think that was an oversight on
  

21   our part when we introduced the plan.  When we introduced it,
  

22   our goal as we sold it to the Board was that we would copy as
  

23   much of the plan design as the previous outgoing HMO was, and
  

24   the previous outgoing HMO did not cover hearing aids and they
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 1   aligned with Medicare.
  

 2               Well, we are offering it on the CDHP today.  We
  

 3   are offering it on the HMO plan in Southern Nevada, but we
  

 4   created this premiere buy up of the EPO plan, and then we
  

 5   have less benefits.  So you will see here in a couple of
  

 6   weeks master plan document change request to you all to
  

 7   approve starting July 1st that we -- that we offer these
  

 8   hearing aids to not only children but anyone who has a
  

 9   certain level of hearing loss to align with our other two
  

10   plans.
  

11               So we believe that there's no fiscal impact on
  

12   this specific hearing aid bill because we plan to address
  

13   this as we feel it is the right thing to do and hopefully you
  

14   will agree with us in a few weeks.
  

15               If it turns out you decide you don't want us to
  

16   do this in a couple of weeks, then we will turn around and
  

17   the first amendment that gets put on this bill we will throw
  

18   a fiscal note on it.
  

19               CHAIRWOMAN CONTINE:  Deonne Contine for the
  

20   record.
  

21               Is -- are there any questions on Senate Bill 90?
  

22               Okay.  Moving on to Senate Bill 200.
  

23               MR. HAYCOCK:  Thank you, Madam Chair.  Damon
  

24   Haycock for the record.
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 1               Senate Bill 200 is the other hearing aid bill and
  

 2   it basically repeats a lot of the general information of the
  

 3   first bill.  However, it adds a replacement schedule that
  

 4   allows for hearing aid devices that are either reported lost
  

 5   or broken to be replaced every 12 months.
  

 6               Conceptually, we're not against the idea that
  

 7   folks lose or break their hearing aids.  There was some
  

 8   public testimony when this bill was introduced about a poor
  

 9   gal who has toddlers who have to get these replaced all the
  

10   time, and she was out thousands of dollars because plans were
  

11   not replacing them.
  

12               We have had a replacement schedule for hearing
  

13   aids in our -- in our plans for many years.  It has been a
  

14   three-year replacement schedule.  So as requested by -- by
  

15   the legislature, we performed a fiscal note to back that to a
  

16   one-year replacement schedule, and we showed a series of
  

17   tiers where 100 percent of them were refilled, 90, we did
  

18   them in ten percent increments and we picked one of the
  

19   thresholds.  I think we picked 30 percent.
  

20               Do we really think 30 percent of them will be
  

21   destroyed or reported lost or broken, it depends.  You know,
  

22   there may be folks that have satisfied their accumulators on
  

23   the plan, and so any other costs are not going to be borne by
  

24   them, and they want to have a spare, you know, on the
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 1   nightstand.  I don't think it's a malicious thing that they
  

 2   are trying to kind of hose the system, but we're not sure
  

 3   exactly how many that this would be.
  

 4               We do know how many were being replaced every
  

 5   three years, and so we, again, did some math and came up with
  

 6   a number and presented it for each fiscal year.  In the end,
  

 7   is it something that PEBP feels that we should fight for, no.
  

 8   I mean, if it turns out that this is a 300,000 dollar or
  

 9   100,000 dollar cost, is it the right thing to do to replace
  

10   hearing aids, I think so compassionately.  And if we start to
  

11   see abuse, then perhaps we could come up with another
  

12   mechanism for it, but we're recommending today on this bill
  

13   to remain neutral.
  

14               We've already submitted a fiscal note, and we
  

15   will testify very similar to what you heard here today unless
  

16   you give us different direction.
  

17               CHAIRWOMAN CONTINE:  Okay.  Deonne Contine for
  

18   the record.
  

19               Are there any other questions or comments on
  

20   Senate Bill 200?
  

21               All right.  Moving on to Senate Bill 226.
  

22               MR. HAYCOCK:  Thank you, Madam Chair.  Damon
  

23   Haycock for the record.
  

24               Senate Bill 226 was up until the other day our
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 1   highest cost fiscal note to date and not that we necessarily
  

 2   truly disagree with this bill, but there is going to be some
  

 3   costs associated with it.  There are two sections of this
  

 4   bill that really apply to PEBP.  One is that we would be
  

 5   required to follow the formulary as established by the
  

 6   department of health and human services.  Right now we use a
  

 7   national formulary that we develop with our Pharmacy Benefits
  

 8   Manager as part of the plan benefit design if it is approved
  

 9   by you all.  And if you wanted to adjust that formulary, you
  

10   have the right to do so, and we would generally do it once a
  

11   year unless certain extenuating circumstances exist.
  

12               A good example of an extenuating circumstance is
  

13   a brand drug, a new generic comes out for that brand drug and
  

14   we want to shift it into tiers to try to incentivize the
  

15   generic versus the brand to save everybody more money.  Those
  

16   are things that happen throughout a plan year that would
  

17   change the formulary, at least in the tiering or if it turns
  

18   out that a drug is deemed unsafe but the FDA hasn't had a
  

19   chance to kill it yet, I believe our Pharmacy Benefits
  

20   Manager many years ago, before they were with us, recommended
  

21   all the plans take a drug off because it was killing people,
  

22   and they took it off very quickly and changed it midyear.
  

23               But without going too much further down the
  

24   rabbit hole, if we were to utilize the formulary built by the
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 1   department of health and human services, they would be the
  

 2   masters of our pharmacy benefits.  And one of the questions
  

 3   and concerns that we have here at PEBP, although we want to
  

 4   be supportive of whatever this is trying to accomplish, we
  

 5   are concerned that the authority that the statute currently
  

 6   provides this of Board, the authority that many folks fought
  

 7   to retain last session would be potentially shifted to
  

 8   another state agency in the plan benefit design for the
  

 9   members that we serve.  And where we would never think that
  

10   we are the experts of the plans that they cover, I would
  

11   doubt that they would feel that they are the experts of ours,
  

12   and so we would run into some potential concerns, especially
  

13   if it was a one size fits all formulary.
  

14               Let's also not forget that Medicaid has excellent
  

15   rates and rebates on their pharmaceutical drugs, and so they
  

16   may have no problems offering four drugs that do the same
  

17   thing at the same price because they are cheaper for them,
  

18   but PEBP may not get those deals, and therefore we would
  

19   rather take four drugs and shift all of the utilization to
  

20   one or two of them to do a volume discount and make it
  

21   cheaper for our members to use as long as we're not messing
  

22   with the efficacy or the treatment plan, right, of our
  

23   members.  This could, again, be one of the concerns that we
  

24   have.
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 1               This second part of this bill -- and I did
  

 2   speak -- let me back up.  I did speak to both bill sponsors.
  

 3   They were working with the department of health and human
  

 4   services director, and then I've now been working with their
  

 5   pharmacy -- the pharmacists that they have newly hired since
  

 6   I believe October of last year, and she recognizes the
  

 7   concerns that we have sent as well.  I don't know what's
  

 8   going to happen if they are going to make some changes.
  

 9               The other part is the allowing insured to credit
  

10   any amount saved by coupons.  That was part of what you heard
  

11   public comment today.  Basically undos the Board's policy
  

12   that was approved back in November for our new co-pay
  

13   accumulator program.  That's where the real fiscal note comes
  

14   from because we can't really determine what the DHHS
  

15   formulary will do.  Who knows, maybe they will pick a
  

16   formulary we have all of our drugs on and everybody is happy
  

17   and there's no cost changes.  I doubt it, but it's possible.
  

18   We can't determine what that will be.
  

19               However, we can determine what we anticipate we
  

20   are potentially going to save on our co-pay accumulator
  

21   program.  And right now, moving forward, it's anywhere
  

22   between one and a half to 2,000,000.  It was 2,000,000, but
  

23   then I got recent information from our PBM that maybe it's
  

24   closer to one and a half, but the problem is they don't know
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 1   because the way that we allow coupons today to satisfy the
  

 2   out-of-pocket maximum, we don't know how much more coupons
  

 3   are available afterwards to come up with a true cost savings
  

 4   because that's really where PEBP is going to save the money.
  

 5               It's not in asking our members to pay more
  

 6   because they are still going to be allowed to use their
  

 7   coupons.  It's asking the manufacturer to continue to fund
  

 8   those coupons that we can collect throughout the year.
  

 9   That's where the real money savings is and what we're going
  

10   to get back is.  The fact that once a member uses coupons and
  

11   satisfies their out-of-pocket max the manufacturer will not
  

12   give them a coupon moving forward.
  

13               Had they not satisfied their out-of-pocket max,
  

14   the manufacturer would continue to give them coupons and many
  

15   circumstances that PEBP would then use to offset the cost of
  

16   our plan.  So we're leaving maybe a couple of million dollars
  

17   on the table on our pharmacy cost which we've discussed at
  

18   length here at these Board meetings that it is kind of a
  

19   runaway cost at PEBP and everywhere else.
  

20               So this right here is a concern.  Although, it
  

21   becomes honestly a game of math, and I hate to take a
  

22   compassionate benefit and talk about it when it comes to
  

23   math, but that's how you do fiscal notes.  And so we
  

24   recommend that even though this goes against Board policy
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 1   that we remain in the neutral position because if that's
  

 2   truly the direction that the state wants to go, then the
  

 3   savings that we put on here, this 2,000,000 dollar fiscal
  

 4   note, if they want to fund it or they want the members to
  

 5   fund it, then that's what we do.  At least that's been our
  

 6   position.  And so with that, I'll turn it back over to the
  

 7   Chair.
  

 8               CHAIRWOMAN CONTINE:  Deonne Contine again for the
  

 9   record.
  

10               Are there any questions or comments on Senate
  

11   Bill 226?
  

12               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Yes, Tom Verducci for the
  

13   record.
  

14               CHAIRWOMAN CONTINE:  Okay.
  

15               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Drug costs are already highly
  

16   inflated.  And, you know, I see this as an additional cost to
  

17   PEBP.  And on a federal level, I don't believe that coupons
  

18   are accepted for Medicare to avoid violation of federal
  

19   kickbacks, and I think there's got to be a way to allow
  

20   individuals to get the benefit of coupons but not allow the
  

21   drug companies to force the insurance plan to absorb higher
  

22   costs.
  

23               You know, maybe a law that requires any drug
  

24   company offering a coupon towards an individual's co-pay to
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 1   provide that same discount to the insurer's plan.  I do see
  

 2   that as a win win, and that's my comment.
  

 3               CHAIRWOMAN CONTINE:  Deonne Contine for the
  

 4   record.  Thank you.
  

 5               Are there any other comments or questions?
  

 6               MEMBER FOX:  I have a comment.  This is Linda
  

 7   Fox.
  

 8               CHAIRWOMAN CONTINE:  Go ahead.
  

 9               MEMBER FOX:  On those proposals, as far as
  

10   sharing a formulary with DHHS, I do object to that.  I am a
  

11   pharmacist and I work in a place where we have our own
  

12   formulary that we aggressively manage, and I wouldn't want --
  

13   in our workplace, I wouldn't want to be sharing somebody
  

14   else's formulary where I have no input.  It would be really
  

15   bad for us here, and I think it would be really bad for PEBP.
  

16   I think it's a bad idea.
  

17               As far as the drug coupons, I keep thinking when
  

18   I hear discussion, not in this meeting, but when I hear it
  

19   discussed other places, that it's just a misunderstanding
  

20   that people think now I can't use my coupon but it's not
  

21   that.  It's -- I feel like it's misunderstood and some of the
  

22   motivation to do this is because they don't understand and
  

23   they think that they will be told they simply can't use a
  

24   coupon.  So that's all I have to say.
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 1               CHAIRWOMAN CONTINE:  Great, thank you.
  

 2               Are there any other comments or?
  

 3               Okay.  We'll move on to Senate Bill 235.
  

 4               MR. HAYCOCK:  Thank you, Madam Chair.  Damon
  

 5   Haycock for the record.
  

 6               Senate Bill 235, again, is another Affordable
  

 7   Care Act protection bill.  It just says we must offer, you
  

 8   know, plans to people regardless of their health status or if
  

 9   no preexisting conditions, we are not going to charge them
  

10   higher premiums based on their health status.  We do this
  

11   today.  We don't foresee any fiscal impact because this is
  

12   part and parcel of how we manage all of our plans to include
  

13   the ones we also sub out to the Southern Nevada HMO.
  

14               This appears just to be another safety net for
  

15   the Affordable Care Act and we don't -- we don't find any
  

16   issue with it whatsoever, and we would track it internally
  

17   but probably wouldn't bring it back to you guys unless you
  

18   want us to or if there's any changes that do change how this
  

19   bill is being ran through the session.
  

20               CHAIRWOMAN CONTINE:  Okay.  Deonne Contine again
  

21   for the record.
  

22               Are there any questions or comments on Senate
  

23   Bill 235?
  

24               Okay.  So.
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 1               MR. HAYCOCK:  We have a BDR next.
  

 2               CHAIRWOMAN CONTINE:  Okay.  Bill draft request
  

 3   57-966, Mr. Haycock?
  

 4               MR. HAYCOCK:  Thank you, Madam Chair.  For the
  

 5   record Damon Haycock.
  

 6               This is still at least at the time of this
  

 7   posting of this packet that it was still in bill draft
  

 8   request form.  They had not assigned a bill to it yet.  I
  

 9   think it still is.  Basically, this covers screening and
  

10   treatment of fetal alcohol spectrum disorder requiring plans
  

11   to do so.  We already do that today.  So, again, this is a no
  

12   impact.
  

13               It's kind of interesting, I'm going editorialize
  

14   a little, which I probably shouldn't, but there's so many
  

15   laws that get introduced into these sessions that PEBP
  

16   already does that I wonder what other health plans are doing
  

17   and why.  Like, I don't understand why these have to be laws
  

18   if we would just cover the things that we should.  How would
  

19   you not cover fetal alcohol syndrome.  I just don't
  

20   understand that, but that's my editorial for the day.
  

21               That's, this BDR, we will assign a bill number to
  

22   it and probably just send it out to the Board if you guys
  

23   want to track it on your own.  Unless there's some changes,
  

24   we'll just track it internally and not bring it back.
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 1               CHAIRWOMAN CONTINE:  Great, thank you.
  

 2               Any questions or comments?
  

 3               Okay.  So we're moving on to Assembly Bill 408.
  

 4               MR. HAYCOCK:  For the record Damon Haycock.
  

 5   Thank you, Madam Chair.
  

 6               Assembly Bill 408 is reprint basically from last
  

 7   session.  It was a bill that went all the way through and got
  

 8   approved by both houses.  The Governor vetoed it.  It's on --
  

 9   there's a special section out there in the legislative track
  

10   for bills that are brought back.  I haven't seen anything on
  

11   this but it's, again, the Affordable Care Act protection
  

12   bill.
  

13               Why you see a lot of these bills introduced that
  

14   are very similar, just kind of for everyone's education, is
  

15   often they will be introduced in two different houses in case
  

16   they don't pass one, so they have two chances to get through.
  

17   And other times they -- they have small nuances and at the
  

18   end they kind of roll them all into one bill and pass it
  

19   moving forward.
  

20               But this bill, again, just covers protections for
  

21   the Affordable Care Act.  It goes into more details than just
  

22   preexisting conditions and not charging more for health but
  

23   also gets into other things like specific screenings and
  

24   specific tests and to ensure you cover certain wellness,
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 1   things at 100 percent.  It's all those things we do today.
  

 2   So we don't believe that there's any impact.
  

 3               And I just want to make one statement before I
  

 4   turn it over.  We did get another bill draft request fiscal
  

 5   note that came in after we posted this, and I do want to talk
  

 6   about that today.  So it's not in your packet, but we can
  

 7   talk about because I think it's important.
  

 8               Thank you, Madam Chair.
  

 9               CHAIRWOMAN CONTINE:  Deonne Contine for the
  

10   record.
  

11               So just for clarification, that AB408 was the
  

12   bill from the 2017 session.
  

13               MR. HAYCOCK:  Did I put 19 on there?
  

14               CHAIRWOMAN CONTINE:  No, no.
  

15               MR. HAYCOCK:  Okay.
  

16               CHAIRWOMAN CONTINE:  I just wanted to clarify
  

17   that.
  

18               MR. HAYCOCK:  Yes.
  

19               CHAIRWOMAN CONTINE:  Because I read it in a way
  

20   that I thought -- when I read it I thought it's now but it
  

21   was from last session, and you're bringing it up because you
  

22   think it could possibly come back I guess.
  

23               MR. HAYCOCK:  Correct.
  

24               CHAIRWOMAN CONTINE:  Okay.  All right.  And then
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 1   go ahead then on the new BDR.
  

 2               MR. HAYCOCK:  Thank you, Madam Chair.
  

 3               So BDR 599 was released with language that we
  

 4   were asked to provide a fiscal note.  What BDR 599 does for
  

 5   PEBP is that it does not allow a health plan, us, or our
  

 6   Pharmacy Benefits Manager to collect a rebate from a pharmacy
  

 7   manufacturer unless that rebate is directly attributed to the
  

 8   exact drug at point of sale for the patient or member that is
  

 9   getting it.
  

10               Conceptually it makes sense, right.  If you think
  

11   about it, this is a rebate on a drug for somebody.  If you
  

12   were to go buy a product from a store and there was an
  

13   automatic rebate, you would expect that rebate to hit that
  

14   product.  What problem that this does for PEBP is a couple of
  

15   things.  One is that we currently have a significant portion
  

16   of our budget that's attributed to collecting these rebates.
  

17   And unlike private companies for other health plans, we do
  

18   not keep any of those rebates for ourselves for any profit,
  

19   for any re, you know, new strategies or quality improvement
  

20   things.
  

21               What we do is take that dollar amount that we get
  

22   and we directly offset the rates that everybody pays with it,
  

23   and we can show that transparently to anybody.  Our rebates
  

24   in aggregate are shown in the data warehouse of Nevada, and
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 1   it is available for anybody to see, and we are very
  

 2   transparent about it.  So every dollar, every penny that we
  

 3   receive in rebates goes to reduce the costs of -- of the
  

 4   premiums that we pay or that our members pay every month for
  

 5   care.
  

 6               And let's not forget that as certain folks
  

 7   purchase high cost drugs, they meet their out-of-pocket
  

 8   maximum and then the plan ends up paying 100 percent of the
  

 9   cost of those drugs moving forward.  So how do we get that
  

10   rebate back for the cost that we are paying for once they
  

11   have met their out-of-pocket max if it can only go to the
  

12   point of sale when the point of sale could have a zero dollar
  

13   cost, right, once you've satisfied your accumulators.
  

14               And so to simplify this entire bill and how it
  

15   effects PEBP, we are currently tracking to receive close to
  

16   $9,000,000 of rebates this year.  We are earning another
  

17   two -- potentially $2,000,000 of them on the EPO plan, but
  

18   there is a huge lag in earning them and booking these
  

19   rebates, and so we anticipate, and we'll talk a little bit
  

20   more about this at the end of our month on our rates, that
  

21   we're going to receive about $11,000,000 in rebates.
  

22               Now, rewind back to 2015 when I first got here
  

23   and this isn't me so I'm just giving -- it's not like I did
  

24   this, but my first fiscal year I was here we booked $700,000
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 1   in rebates.  So now we're over $11,000,000.  So from a basic
  

 2   debit and credit accounting philosophy, if you take
  

 3   $11,000,000 out of our budget, that $11,000,000 has to be
  

 4   re-attributed somehow, and it's one of a couple of things.
  

 5               One, the state says we'll give you more in
  

 6   contribution because your cost has gone up $11,000,000.  Two,
  

 7   go ahead and charge the member more in premiums because your
  

 8   costs have gone up $11,000,000.  Three, let's go ahead and
  

 9   start messing the with plan design to reduce $11,000,000 out
  

10   of it.  Let's raise out-of-pocket maximums and raise
  

11   deductibles and do all kinds of squirrelly stuff no one wants
  

12   us to do to the plan or four, a combination of any of those
  

13   three.
  

14               But when you have an 11,000,000 dollar hole in
  

15   your budget, you have to come up with something.  What's
  

16   really concerning about this bill is the effective date July
  

17   1, 2019.  So today when I get out of this meeting, I will
  

18   continue to work on establishing rates for the March 28th
  

19   meeting, and today I have $11,000,000 booked into my rates to
  

20   reduce the cost of care or at least to reduce the cost of the
  

21   premiums to our members and what the state subsidizes as
  

22   well.
  

23               So I have a concern that I'm going to have an
  

24   11,000,000 dollar hole walking into July 1st.  So that's the
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 1   crux of this bill, and we have submitted an 11,000,000 dollar
  

 2   fiscal note each year and trended it higher what our rebates
  

 3   are currently moving up to and saying exactly what I told you
  

 4   here.  Those are the three options that we can do to make
  

 5   this up and leave it in the wise hands of the legislature.
  

 6               With that, I'll turn it over to you, Madam Chair.
  

 7               CHAIRWOMAN CONTINE:  Thank you.  Deonne Contine
  

 8   for the record.
  

 9               Are there any questions or comments on the BDR
  

10   that Damon just explained?
  

11               MEMBER LAMBORN:  Yes, Madam Chair, Leah Lamborn
  

12   for the record.
  

13               CHAIRWOMAN CONTINE:  Go ahead.
  

14               MEMBER LAMBORN:  Yes, having experience in drug
  

15   rebate through the Medicaid program, I totally agree with
  

16   Damon that, one, these rebates are reducing all of the
  

17   premiums charged to our -- to everybody participating in
  

18   PEBP.
  

19               In addition, I am not quite sure how we would go
  

20   about tracking that and giving the drug rebate discount to
  

21   the participant.  So to me it seems like it would be a very
  

22   cumbersome tracking process.  In addition to I also know
  

23   there's -- the manufacturers continually dispute drug rebates
  

24   for various reasons.  So if we were to give a discount to the
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 1   participant and then didn't collect that rebate on the tail
  

 2   end, and I'm not quite sure how all -- it all would work in
  

 3   the new system, but I see -- I agree, I see a lot of problems
  

 4   with this BDR and really oppose it.  That's all.
  

 5               CHAIRWOMAN CONTINE:  Thank you.
  

 6               Deonne Contine, again, for the record.
  

 7               Are there any other -- any other comments or
  

 8   questions?
  

 9               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Yes, Tom Verducci for the
  

10   record.
  

11               CHAIRWOMAN CONTINE:  Go ahead.
  

12               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  I would -- yes, thank you.
  

13               I would agree with Leah Lamborn that we do have a
  

14   pretty big hole here that's going to cause us to either cut
  

15   benefits, increase premiums and, you know, I'm not sure if we
  

16   should be taking neutral or opposition, but I do see this as
  

17   something that could require that we don't provide the same
  

18   benefits that we're providing to our membership today, and
  

19   I'm very concerned with this bill.
  

20               CHAIRWOMAN CONTINE:  Thank you.
  

21               Are there any other comments?
  

22               MR. HAYCOCK:  I have one.
  

23               CHAIRWOMAN CONTINE:  Go ahead.
  

24               MR. HAYCOCK:  For the record Damon Haycock.
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 1               One other piece of information, if you're not
  

 2   following it, the federal government is looking at creating
  

 3   legislation on a federal level that does something very
  

 4   similar.  I don't know if this is just states, Nevada and
  

 5   others that are trying to quickly align with.  I can't
  

 6   imagine our state wanting to align with the current federal
  

 7   administration on very much, but I understand the concept of
  

 8   what they are attempting to do.
  

 9               In a perfect world you wouldn't have to have a
  

10   rebate because the drug would be priced appropriately, and
  

11   that's just not what we have, and PEBP is very good about,
  

12   not very good, we are perfect at sharing transparently what
  

13   we do with our rebates.  Not all health plans or PBM's will
  

14   do that and, therefore, there's profiteering that could exist
  

15   where those rebates are not provided back to the membership
  

16   at large.  We do that.
  

17               And the reason why we have things like
  

18   co-insurance and where the plan pays 80 percent after
  

19   deductibles and why we have out-of-pocket maximums is because
  

20   we recognize there comes a point in time where people can't
  

21   afford to pay for healthcare and the plan pays for it, and we
  

22   recognize that through group health insurance dynamics.  Part
  

23   of those dynamics today are the collections of rebates.  If
  

24   we lose those, the dynamic shifts, and that's what is really
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 1   important.
  

 2               That I will upon your approval or at least if you
  

 3   don't have a disapproval of, I will testify very eloquently
  

 4   hopefully that that is what the issue is is that this is --
  

 5   it's kind of shoving a square peg in a circle hole to solve a
  

 6   problem, but it's not really solving the problem, and it
  

 7   could create unintended consequences where we will have to
  

 8   start changing our benefits.
  

 9               And what's really terrifying is that if this
  

10   thing hits on July 1st, we may have to change benefits
  

11   midyear to remain solvent or allow ourselves to dip into our
  

12   catastrophic reserve to pay for it.  And let me tell you real
  

13   quick folks what happens when we dip into the catastrophic
  

14   reserves, our actuaries get spooked.  And what do they do,
  

15   they say, wow, you dipped $11,000,000 into your $25,000,000
  

16   of reserves.  So now the next year we to need make up those
  

17   -- that $11,000,000 in rate increases.  Oh, and then we're
  

18   spooked, we're going to ask you to put in another two, and so
  

19   it's always a bad thing to dip into catastrophic reserves
  

20   unless you truly have to and this is an avoidable process.
  

21               So I -- I agree with Mr. Verducci, you know, that
  

22   this is very -- it's a big concern.  I agree with
  

23   Ms. Lamborn, many years in serving in Medicaid, knows this
  

24   very well.  I will share your comments at the table unless
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 1   you forbid me to to just add a little more punch to this.  I
  

 2   would be hesitant to get up and actually oppose the bill
  

 3   because at the end of the day we take the resources from the
  

 4   state and they fund knowing what's going to happen to our
  

 5   plan.  And what we need to do, of course, is transparently
  

 6   share what our plan does, but I will take whatever position
  

 7   you all want me to.
  

 8               CHAIRWOMAN CONTINE:  Deonne Contine for the
  

 9   record.
  

10               Are there any other questions or comments on the
  

11   BDR?
  

12               So I'm going to just move on then and talk about,
  

13   a little bit more about, you know, the position taking and,
  

14   you know, where we are in the legislative process, and I
  

15   think at this point, you know, Damon and we are doing a good
  

16   job of kind of watching these bills and discussing the impact
  

17   and applying the fiscal notes for them.
  

18               And, you know, it seems to be that there's
  

19   probably a lot of other people that are going to have
  

20   concerns with this bill as well or this BDR which is not even
  

21   a bill yet.  And then, you know, there will be comments, and
  

22   there will be amendments, and so I would just at this -- at
  

23   the standpoint of where we are in session and what we know
  

24   about the various provisions that we're following, I think
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 1   Damon is doing the things that we need to do, doing the
  

 2   fiscal notes, being -- you know, being neutral.
  

 3               As we move along in the process if it becomes,
  

 4   you know -- if we -- if we realize that, you know, it's going
  

 5   to cost $11,000,000 which if the legislature sees that, I
  

 6   don't imagine that they would move forward in its current
  

 7   iteration that there would be some work along the way.
  

 8               So I would be hesitant at this point to take a
  

 9   position to -- to have the Board take a position on any bill
  

10   because they will be developed, and Damon is doing a great
  

11   job of, you know, doing neutral, but or here's the fiscal
  

12   note.  But, you know, as we move along in the legislative
  

13   process we can have more discussion on that.
  

14               Does anybody else have any comments along those
  

15   lines?
  

16               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Yes.  Tom Verducci for the
  

17   record.
  

18               I wanted to ask Damon specifically what bills do
  

19   you see here that you would like to take a neutral position
  

20   on to allow you to testify?
  

21               MR. HAYCOCK:  So for the record Damon Haycock.
  

22   Thank you for the question, Mr. Verducci.
  

23               Just to remind everybody real quick, you guys
  

24   have authorized me to take the neutral position by default on
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 1   any bill unless you change that position.  We did that
  

 2   because bills drop so fast and committees get agendized so
  

 3   quickly that we missed a few opportunities last session to
  

 4   share the effect on PEBP.
  

 5               But my plan today unless someone says otherwise
  

 6   is to go up and testify in the neutral position on all of the
  

 7   ones we provided fiscal notes for, and some of the others
  

 8   we'll probably just watch from afar and see what changes and
  

 9   provide you all with updates.
  

10               I don't feel the need to get up to the table in
  

11   the neutral position and say this isn't going to effect PEBP
  

12   and then sit back down again.  And so unless that becomes the
  

13   new protocol, I -- I only see the three bills that are in
  

14   here -- in your packet today, that would be, just to answer
  

15   your question, Mr. Verducci, that would be Senate Bill 200.
  

16   That would also be Senate Bill 226, and that would be the one
  

17   that we could not determine and that was Assembly Bill I
  

18   think 185 -- no, Assembly Bill -- I'm trying to find it.  I'm
  

19   sorry.  The one that can't be determined.  It's one of the
  

20   assembly bills on out-of-network services for cash payments
  

21   of drugs, 185.
  

22               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Yeah.
  

23               MR. HAYCOCK:  Yeah, thank you, AB185.  And then,
  

24   of course, this latest BDR that is not in this list but will
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 1   be moving forward as we have these meetings which was BDR
  

 2   599.  I know I've sent it to the Board off-line separately
  

 3   without any deliberation or breaching of open meeting law,
  

 4   but you guys have seen the write-up on it as well.  Those
  

 5   will be the three bills in here and the bill draft request if
  

 6   the bill actually drops that I would go up and testify when
  

 7   we call for the neutral position.
  

 8               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Okay.  So this would be
  

 9   Assembly Bill 185, Senate Bill 200, Senate Bill 226 and then
  

10   BDR 599.
  

11               And one follow-up question.  You know, from what
  

12   I see, there's a lot of support for AB408.  What would your
  

13   thoughts be in terms of the Board taking the supportive
  

14   position on that Assembly Bill Number 408?
  

15               MR. HAYCOCK:  For the record Damon Haycock.
  

16               First, this bill has not, I don't believe has
  

17   been reintroduced yet, and so it may not.  As you see there's
  

18   some other bills today that are addressing some of the other
  

19   impacts.  I'm always -- I'm just going to be frank here.  I'm
  

20   always concerned about taking any position besides neutral
  

21   because as the executive branch our job is to implement the
  

22   will of the legislature in accordance with the executive
  

23   branch policies, and so I hate going up there and saying we
  

24   want something when I'm not even sure if the folks we all
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 1   work for support it or don't support it.
  

 2               I think that there's going to be enough people
  

 3   out there in support of the bills that we like and as
  

 4   Ms. Contine said or Madam Chair said, there's going to be
  

 5   enough people out there that are going to hate the bills we
  

 6   hate, and I think we just need to be very transparent about
  

 7   what the impact is.  And then I, of course, will share that
  

 8   Board members express significant concern with the bills that
  

 9   you guys have expressed concern with today.  So everything is
  

10   above board and we'll get the good lobbyists and advocates
  

11   fight that battle for us.
  

12               MEMBER VERDUCCI:  Well, that sounds really good,
  

13   Damon.  You know, I'm very much in favor of taking neutral
  

14   positions on AB185, SB200, SB226 and BDR 599, and I would
  

15   like to hear any other discussion that the Board might have.
  

16               CHAIRWOMAN CONTINE:  Does anybody else have any
  

17   thoughts?
  

18               MS. MOONEYHAM:  This is Brandee Mooneyham for the
  

19   record.  I just have a concern with taking any action today,
  

20   specific action with regard to BDR 599.  I think it's fine to
  

21   discuss it informationally, but I'm concerned about taking
  

22   any action when it was not part of the packet that was posted
  

23   on Monday.  So if the Board is going to take any action, I
  

24   would like to see it on an agenda -- a future agenda.
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 1               CHAIRWOMAN CONTINE:  Thank you, Brandee.  Deonne
  

 2   Contine for the record.
  

 3               I wasn't anticipating any action or a motion to
  

 4   take a neutral position because that's in the Board policies
  

 5   already, and Damon has the authority to do that, and so and I
  

 6   feel like that where we are in the process, again, we
  

 7   wouldn't be taking any action right now to oppose or support
  

 8   any bill.  And so we wouldn't -- Damon already has the
  

 9   authority to be neutral, so.
  

10               MS. MOONEYHAM:  Okay.  That's fine.  It sounded
  

11   like we are kind of proceeding to maybe a motion so I wanted
  

12   to make sure, but I agree with you, and I appreciate that.
  

13   Thank you.
  

14               CHAIRWOMAN CONTINE:  Yeah, that's why I just
  

15   wanted to clarify.  I think we're doing what we're doing and,
  

16   you know, he's been doing it along the way and putting the
  

17   fiscal notes.  He's required to.  He can't refuse to, you
  

18   know, file the fiscal notes.  So I think as we see how things
  

19   develop and, you know, how people come out with these various
  

20   provisions and, you know, maybe at some point we would maybe
  

21   want to take a vote to approve or oppose something, but I
  

22   think we're -- we're -- we don't need to get ahead of
  

23   ourselves.
  

24               So I think then we'll move on unless anybody else
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 1   any other thoughts to Item Number Four which is public
  

 2   comment.
  

 3               MR. ERVIN:  Thank you.  Kent Ervin for the
  

 4   record, Nevada Faculty Alliance, E-r-v-i-n.
  

 5               Thank you everyone for the discussion.  We agree
  

 6   with the neutral stance on most bills.  I would just say that
  

 7   it is certainly the prerogative of the Board if there's a
  

 8   bill that fundamentally threatens PEBP to take a position and
  

 9   would encourage you to do that, but I don't see any of these
  

10   bills as in that category.
  

11               There's been a lot of discussion about drug
  

12   costs, that's the big threat we have I think, more globally
  

13   than just these bills, something that we'll have to work
  

14   around, and I appreciate the discussion on the drug coupons
  

15   and so forth.
  

16               And then because Director Contine is new, and we
  

17   have a new Board member, I did want to add that we really
  

18   appreciate the relationship we have with Executive Officer
  

19   Haycock.  He's been very communicative with the advocacy
  

20   groups, speaking for Nevada Faculty Alliance but others that
  

21   could speak for themselves, and we really appreciate that
  

22   dialogue.
  

23               We are part of the lobbyist and advocacy groups
  

24   that can talk about bills and will, and so we see that as our
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 1   role to work with you.  Thank you.
  

 2               MS. MALONE:  Priscilla Malone with the AFSCME
  

 3   retirees.
  

 4               Echoing, first of all, what Dr. Ervin said is how
  

 5   much we've appreciated in the last few years.  I'm sorry,
  

 6   Damon, I can't remember how long it's been.  Was it Jan --
  

 7   yeah, July of 2016, '15.  Yeah, we've had a very good run, a
  

 8   very productive communications with PEBP staff through the
  

 9   appropriate channels, and that's been great.  Damon sets up
  

10   -- for our newer Board members, Damon sets up a pre-board
  

11   hearing that we welcome, the advocacy groups are welcome to
  

12   sit down informally with him in his office and go over their
  

13   concerns.
  

14               I would like to speak to one thing that was
  

15   raised and I can't remember, I apologize, I'm so used to
  

16   seeing everybody's face up here, if it was raised by
  

17   Mr. Verducci or someone else.  There was a query in the
  

18   discussion of these bills as to how -- how do these bills,
  

19   you know, why do they continue to see in the last couple of
  

20   sessions we get more and more bills that basically will
  

21   affect plan design change.
  

22               I can tell you that I'm not familiar with private
  

23   industry employers and their self-insured plans, but many
  

24   many unions have their own healthcare trusts, and I think
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 1   that's, believe it or not, I think there's a lot on the
  

 2   legislative branch and the executive branch that don't
  

 3   fundamentally understand that.  So whereas everybody was
  

 4   supportive when the ACA was passed for protections for our
  

 5   members, those protections though, as Damon knows better than
  

 6   anybody, costs money, and so all of the folks who manage a
  

 7   self-insured healthcare trust on behalf of unions do get very
  

 8   engaged in the process when these plans come down the
  

 9   legislative path, and so that's part of the reason you're
  

10   hearing more discussion about these kinds of things.
  

11               We have members who complain about raising or
  

12   rising drug costs and yet a legislature may, no matter how
  

13   well intention, come out with a bill that seeks to address
  

14   that, but it may impact the entire union membership.
  

15               And I'll just close with one other thought
  

16   because it seems like it bore repeating.  This week in a
  

17   meeting I had, it's hard for people to remember every -- as
  

18   far as public employees go, every public employee in Nevada
  

19   is entitled and is to be in PERS, but not every public
  

20   employee is in PEBP, and so we've got a lot of maybe in the
  

21   rural smaller school districts, what have you, again, they're
  

22   managing costs with their individual healthcare plans, and
  

23   that's part of this robust discussion.
  

24               So that was just by way of maybe helping the
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 1   Board understand it a little bit.  You know, I mean,
  

 2   obviously, the MGM is self-insured, but I don't represent
  

 3   them.
  

 4               All right.  So thank you very much for all of the
  

 5   time you took today.  We really appreciate it.  Thank you.
  

 6               MS. LAIRD:  Thank you.  My name is Terri Laird,
  

 7   and I'm the executive RPEN, Retired Public Employees of
  

 8   Nevada.
  

 9               I'll just echo the remarks said here today.  We
  

10   are also part of this coalition.  Our primary spokesperson is
  

11   Marlene Lockard.  She's our legislative advocate and lead
  

12   lobbyist, and she's at the legislature working with the
  

13   Public Employee Coalition that we are all apart of.  So I'm
  

14   sitting in here on her behalf, and I apologize for being
  

15   late, but welcome to Ms. Contine for taking over.  And Damon
  

16   is very helpful for all of us as was already said.
  

17               We also have Damon and have a column, and I
  

18   apologize to Damon for putting in the wrong column in our
  

19   last newsletter, but RPEN puts out six newsletters a year and
  

20   we have columns in there from PEBP, as well as PERS, so in
  

21   addition to all of the other things for our members.  So
  

22   thank you.  Thank you again.
  

23               CHAIRWOMAN CONTINE:  Thank you.
  

24               Is there any other public comment?
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 1               Okay.  I think seeing -- seeing no other public
  

 2   comment, I think we're done for today, and we're on to Item
  

 3   Number Five, adjournment.  Thank you all.
  

 4
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 1   STATE OF NEVADA,    )
                       )

 2   CARSON CITY.        )
  

 3
  

 4               I, KATHY JACKSON, do hereby certify:
  

 5               That on March 7, 2019, a meeting was held in the
  

 6   within-entitled matter in Carson City, Nevada for the Nevada
  

 7   Public Employees' Benefits Program;
  

 8               That said meeting was recorded on CD-ROM, and
  

 9   said CD-ROM was delivered to me for transcription;
  

10               That the foregoing transcript, consisting of
  

11   pages 1 through 56 is a full, true and correct transcript of
  

12   said recorded CD-ROM performed to the best of my ability.
  

13
  

14               Dated at Carson City, Nevada, this 26th day of
  

15   March, 2019.
  

16
  

17
  

18
  

19
                                 KATHY JACKSON, CCR

20
  

21
  

22
  

23
  

24
                 CAPITOL REPORTERS (775)882-5322
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 1   Kathy Jackson
   Capitol Reporters

 2   123 W. Nye Lane Suite 107
   Carson City, Nevada 89703

 3   (775) 882-5322
  

 4                          STATE OF NEVADA
  

 5                PUBLIC EMPLOYEES' BENEFITS PROGRAM
  

 6
  

 7                            AFFIRMATION
  

 8                     Pursuant to NRS 239B.030
  

 9          The undersigned does hereby affirm that the following
   document DOES NOT contain the social security number of any

10   person:
  

11   1) Public Employees' Benefits Program Board
   Meeting, 3/7/19

12
  

13
  

14
  

15
  

16
  

17
   KATHY JACKSON                         DATE

18
  

19
  

20
  

21
  

22
  

23
  

24
                 CAPITOL REPORTERS (775)882-5322
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